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Previous Session

Text Embedding Models

● Word2Vec

● FastText

● Seq2Seq model + Attention

● BERT-Based Models

○ ColBERT
○ Sentence-BERT
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Hugging Face

Hugging Face has a course on NLP: https://huggingface.co/course/chapter0/1?fw=pt 

3https://huggingface.co/ 

https://huggingface.co/course/chapter0/1?fw=pt
https://huggingface.co/


Sentence Transformers is a Python framework for state-of-the-art sentence, text and image 
embeddings

You can use this framework to compute sentence / text embeddings for different languages. 
These embeddings can then be compared e.g. with cosine-similarity to find sentences with a 
similar meaning

Installation:
pip install -U sentence-transformers

Sentence-Transformers

4Sentence-BERT: Sentence Embeddings using Siamese BERT-Networks

https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.10084


Cosine Similarity of Two Sentences

from sentence_transformers import SentenceTransformer, util
model = SentenceTransformer('all-MiniLM-L6-v2')

#Sentences are encoded by calling model.encode()
emb1 = model.encode("This is a red cat with a hat.")
emb2 = model.encode("Have you seen my red cat?")

cos_sim = util.cos_sim(emb1, emb2)
print("Cosine-Similarity:", cos_sim)
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Cosine Similarity of Multiple Sentences
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from sentence_transformers import SentenceTransformer, util
model = SentenceTransformer('all-MiniLM-L6-v2')

sentences = ['A man is eating food.',  'A man is eating a piece of bread.',  'The girl is carrying a baby.',  'A man is riding a horse.',
'A woman is playing violin.',  'Two men pushed carts through the woods.',  'A man is riding a white horse on an 
enclosed ground.',  'A monkey is playing drums.',  'Someone in a gorilla costume is playing a set of drums.' ]

#Encode all sentences
embeddings = model.encode(sentences)
#Compute cosine similarity between all pairs
cos_sim = util.cos_sim(embeddings, embeddings)
#Add all pairs to a list with their cosine similarity score
all_sentence_combinations = []
for i in range(len(cos_sim)-1):
    for j in range(i+1, len(cos_sim)):
        all_sentence_combinations.append([cos_sim[i][j], i, j])
#Sort list by the highest cosine similarity score
all_sentence_combinations = sorted(all_sentence_combinations, key=lambda x: x[0], reverse=True)

print("Top-5 most similar pairs:")
for score, i, j in all_sentence_combinations[0:5]:
    print("{} \t {} \t {:.4f}".format(sentences[i], sentences[j], cos_sim[i][j]))



Pretrained Models
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Semantic Search
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Semantic Search: Given a question / search query, these models are able to find relevant text 
passages, see Usage - Semantic Search

Symmetric vs. Asymmetric Semantic Search

For symmetric semantic search your query and the 
entries in your corpus are of about the same length and 
have the same amount of content 
Pre-Trained Sentence Embedding Models

For asymmetric semantic search, you usually have a 
short query (like a question or some keywords) and you 
want to find a longer paragraph answering the query
Pre-Trained MS MARCO Models

https://www.sbert.net/examples/applications/semantic-search/README.html
https://www.sbert.net/docs/pretrained_models.html#sentence-embedding-models
https://www.sbert.net/docs/pretrained-models/msmarco-v3.html


MS-Marco Pretrained Models

9cosine-similarity will prefer the retrieval of shorter passages, while models for dot-product will prefer the retrieval of longer passages



Using util.semantic_search

Instead of implementing semantic search by yourself, you can use the util.semantic_search function
sentence_transformers.util.semantic_search(query_embeddings: torch.Tensor, corpus_embeddings: torch.Tensor, query_chunk_size: int = 
100, corpus_chunk_size: int = 500000, top_k: int = 10, score_function: typing.Callable[[torch.Tensor, torch.Tensor], torch.Tensor] = <function 
cos_sim>)

● query_embeddings – A 2-dimensional tensor with the query embeddings
● corpus_embeddings – A 2-dimensional tensor with the corpus embeddings
● query_chunk_size – Process 100 queries simultaneously. Increasing that value increases the speed, but 

requires more memory
● corpus_chunk_size – Scans the corpus 100k entries at a time. Increasing that value increases the speed, but 

requires more memory
● top_k – Retrieve top k matching entries
● score_function – Function for computing scores. By default, cosine similarity

Returns a list with one entry for each query. Each entry is a list of dictionaries with the keys ‘corpus_id’ and ‘score’, 
sorted by decreasing cosine similarity scores
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Bi-Encoder vs. Cross-Encoder

Bi-Encoders produce for a given sentence a sentence embedding

Cross-Encoder, we pass both sentences simultaneously to the Transformer network. It produces an 
output value between 0 and 1 indicating the similarity of the input sentence pair

A Cross-Encoder does not produce a sentence embedding. Also, we are not able to pass 
individual sentences to a Cross-Encoder
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Retrieve and Re-rank
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Cross-Encoder achieve higher performance than Bi-Encoders, however, they do not scale well for large datasets

https://www.sbert.net/docs/pretrained-models/ce-msmarco.html 

https://www.sbert.net/docs/pretrained-models/ce-msmarco.html


Fine-Tuning

We need training triples

Exclude all the questions and answers you have used for testing

● For training, choose the question title + it accepted answer as positive pair

● Choose the question title + a random answer (not given to the question) as a 

negative pair

● This code should be available in your submission
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Fine-Tuning
model = SentenceTransformer('all-distilroberta-v1')

train_samples_MultipleNegativesRankingLoss = []
train_samples_ConstrativeLoss = []
num_epochs = 50
margin = 0.5
train_batch_size = 16
model.max_seq_length = 128
distance_metric = losses.SiameseDistanceMetric.COSINE_DISTANCE

train_samples_ConstrativeLoss.append(InputExample(texts=[q_amr, c_amr], label=label))
train_samples_MultipleNegativesRankingLoss.append(InputExample(texts=[q_amr, c_amr], label=label))
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Fine-Tuning
# Create data loader and loss for MultipleNegativesRankingLoss

train_dataset_MultipleNegativesRankingLoss=SentencesDataset(train_samples_MultipleNegativesRankingLoss, model=model)

train_dataloader_MultipleNegativesRankingLoss = DataLoader(train_dataset_MultipleNegativesRankingLoss, shuffle=True,

                                                          batch_size=train_batch_size)

train_loss_MultipleNegativesRankingLoss = losses.MultipleNegativesRankingLoss(model)

# Create data loader and loss for OnlineContrastiveLoss

train_dataset_ConstrativeLoss = SentencesDataset(train_samples_ConstrativeLoss, model=model)

train_dataloader_ConstrativeLoss = DataLoader(train_dataset_ConstrativeLoss, shuffle=True, batch_size=train_batch_size)

train_loss_ConstrativeLoss = losses.OnlineContrastiveLoss(model=model, distance_metric=distance_metric)

# Training the model

model.fit( train_objectives=[(train_dataloader_MultipleNegativesRankingLoss, train_loss_MultipleNegativesRankingLoss),

(train_dataloader_ConstrativeLoss,train_loss_ConstrativeLoss)],epochs=num_epochs,warmup_steps=1000,output_path=MODEL, 

show_progress_bar=True)
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Including Validation Set
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evaluator_samples_1 =[]
evaluator_samples_2 = []
evaluator_samples_score = []

evaluator_samples_1.append(triples[0])
evaluator_samples_2.append(triples[1])
evaluator_samples_score.append(label)

evaluator = evaluation.EmbeddingSimilarityEvaluator(evaluator_samples_1, evaluator_samples_2, evaluator_samples_score, 
write_csv="evaluation_epoch.csv")

# Train the model
model.fit(
       train_objectives=[(train_dataloader_MultipleNegativesRankingLoss, train_loss_MultipleNegativesRankingLoss),
       (train_dataloader_ConstrativeLoss, train_loss_ConstrativeLoss)], evaluator = evaluator,  epochs=num_epochs,
       warmup_steps=1000,  output_path=MODEL,  show_progress_bar=True, callback=callback )

def callback(score, epoch, steps):
   csv_writer_Epochs.writerow([score, epoch, steps])



Project Part 3

● Using the same queries, implement two Sentence-BERT models
● The first model uses pre-trained models
● The second model uses the first model as pre-trained model, and you fine-tune it 

using samples from your dataset. You need to use all the possible candidates in 
your collection, with 50-50 samples

● The architecture is your choice but should be explained in your report
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Deliverables

● 20 minutes presentation (12/13/2022, Tuesday – 11:00 AM to 1:00PM), 
Luther Bonney 310

● In your presentation you will include samples of queries with high and low 
effectiveness and discuss the reasoning for model’s behavior

● You should be able to briefly explain your pre-trained model (not their parameters 
but your reasoning for choosing them)

● Your report will be maximum of 10 pages in the report format used before that 
includes your findings in all three projects

● Your presentation, Overleaf source and pdf, and source code will be submitted
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Next Session



Neural IR
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● Math Information Retrieval
○ Multi-modal Information Retrieval
○ Math Information Retrieval
○ PhD research

To do:
● Assignment 5
● Project part 3


